
Manners, Respect & Acknowledgement 

Elders and their role in the community 

Appreciate don't appropriate 

Emotional Labor consideration and work toward lessening the load 

The art of subtlely and humility 

Showing up authentically with a willingness to just listen 

Bring gifts and give generously 

Be aware of the complexity of issues, history and lived experience in Indigenous Communities 



Challenges to Right Relationship

Lack of understanding the history where you live, work and places you occupy 

Dissonance between Indigenous Frameworks and Euro-Centric Frameworks 

Bringing Original People into conversations, projects and bodies of work after the
work has begun or close to when the project is due 

Understand that Tribal Governments are just that - Governments

Developing Right Relationship takes time and doesn't feel authentic if there is
something that is trying to be gained by the Relationship 

Don't expect the Tribal Council, one voice, one family or clan to speak for the whole 

Showing up without wanting anything, consuming anything or with an idea of how to
"fix things"

Disparity between access to resources and support 

Ongoing attacks from the legal system on Tribal Sovereignty 



CULTURAL CLIMATE IN THE SOUTHEAST
300+ years of exposure to colonizers and attempted genocide

Relationships and histories between Indigenous, Black and Afro-
Indigenous Communities 

Role of Generational Changing Economy, Rural Location and Poverty in
the Southeast

Connection to Agriculture, Military, Extractive Corporations and
Relationship with Land

Laws, previously on or still on the Books, that supported breaking
treaties, land grabbing, displacement and continued oppression

Basic needs including: clean water, education, food sovereignty 

Religion and Spirituality in the Southeast 



Continued Attack on Tribal Sovereignty 

Roe vs. Wade overturned
on June 24, 2022

Expanding states' right on
Tribal Lands passed on
June 29, 2022



Continued Attack on Tribal Sovereignty 

"As this case should make clear, the time has come to reexamine the
premises and logic of our  tribal sovereignty cases." Clarence Thomas,
concurring, United States v. Lara, 541 U.S. 193 (2004)



are relational, ethical, holistic and have
been in place since time immemorial

A major cornerstone of these frameworks
involve Original Principles. 

Indigenous Frameworks



The proposed WAMPUM Adaptation Framework for Sea Level
Rise (Figure 2) builds on lessons of eastern coastal Tribal Nations
SLR risks and provides adaptation measures that are guided by
Indigenous knowledge systems. Wampum refers to carved
quahog and whelk shells harvested by Indigenous Nations along
the Atlantic coast and used throughout history as currency and
to form treaty relationships between Indigenous and settler
peoples. Across eastern portions of Turtle Island (North
America), terms of governance and treaty relationships, such as
the Two Row Wampum – Kaswentha, were constituted by a
wampum belt (Ransom & Ettenger, 2001). Through an extensive
Indigenous socioeconomic and political system, wampum forms
the foundation of historical and contemporary understandings of
sustainability for many Indigenous Nations. The WAMPUM
adaptation framework synthesizes current adaptation measures
implemented by northeastern and mid-Atlantic Tribal Nations
and provides general adaptation principles to guide SLR
response for Indigenous water and climate justice.

Discussion around how the land is constantly being
commodified 

Indigenous Frameworks



Indigenous Frameworks

Co-created with folks from Indigenous
Environmental Network 

Focus on:
Responsibility and Relationship
Sovereignty
Transformation for Action 

We can't just get off the petroleum and
transfer to the next technology that will
continue to cause the irreparable damage



Indigenous Frameworks In 5 of the interviews, TEK was described as a

“way of life.” Traditional ecological knowledge is

the avenue by which Yurok fulfill their identity and

purpose, and knowledge transfer is important in

this process. To illustrate, P14 stated, “This

knowledge that they call ecological knowledge,

that preserves our past. That's who we were, who

we are, and who we're going to be…As a Yurok

tribal member, I am charged with restoring

balance and preserving the way of life, rebuilding,

and to pass it on to our younger generations, so

that we may dance until there is no more earth to

dance on.” Participant 18 stated, “It's that balance.

That ecological knowledge is a balance of the

world…” Some participants used science

terminology to describe TEK. For example, P3

referred to TEK as ancient ecology and P5 spoke

about the way of life, including customary laws

(often referred to as Indian Law by Yurok) for

survival and health of humans, wildlife, and the

environment as components of traditional science.



Journey to Land Back and True Allyship

Always begin with Right Relationship

Don't show up with a purpose 

Invite Original People in at the beginning of a process 

Understanding the difference between Knowing and Knowledge 

State and federally recognized Tribes are governments, sovereign, self determined and managing all

areas of government for Their People 

Restoration of Sacred Names to Sacred Sites, including signage and Indigenous Language

Assist in funding/fundraising efforts to purchase Ancestral Lands for the Tribal Communities if Land Back isn't

an option 

Recognizing the complications for state recognized Tribes 

Understanding each Tribal Community and supporting locally

PAY FOR THE KNOWLEDGE, TIME AND EMOTIONAL LABOR REQUESTED FROM NATIVE

PEOPLES.......honorariums, salaries, lead with reciprocity 

Kuwohi, Eastern Band of Cherokee, NC



Journey to Land Back and True Allyship

Understanding that shortfalls, limits to access and capacity in current available funding

$800,000/state recognized Tribe in North Carolina as example

Dissonance between European Frameworks and Indigenous Frameworks

Cultural Easements and Opening Access

Co-Management

Removing barriers and obstacles 

Indigenous Ecological Knowledge 

Land Trusts, Conservation, Government and other Organizations inclusive of Original People 

 Land and Water Tax to Original People

Some organizations doing this work are Native, some are non-Native

Most are organized as 501 c(3)s

Always require permission and non-restricting these funds

GIVE THE LAND BACK - educate yourselves so that you can advocate for this

Green Swamp, Waccamaw Siouan Tribe, NC 



Sogorea Te' Land Trust 





Will be sent after the conference
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